
































































































Using this picture we can observe that

1 31 5 7 4 4

What is the value of 11 3 5 t 191 21

The first n odd numbers when added together
form an nxn square
So the answer to the given sun is 112 121

Both rows of the following grid have the same sum

What is the value of

Sum of top row It t 10 t 1050

10 11
2

t 1050

55 t 1050

1105

The first ten values in the bottom row are 10

greater than the numbers above them So they














































































































contribute an additional 10 10 100 to the sun

and therefore 1050 100 950
Andrew has two containers for carrying water The
containers are cubes without tops and have base areas

of 4 and 36 respectively Andrew has to completely
fill the larger cube with pond water which must be

carried from the pond using the smaller cube What

is the smallest number of visits Andrew has to

make to the pond with the smaller cube

The smaller cube has side length 54 2 and hence
Volume 23 8

The larger cube has side length 536 6 and hence
volume 63 216
We have

21yd 27 so this is the smallest

number of visits necessary
How many four digit numbers formed by only odd

digits are divisible by 5

The final digit must be a 5

The other three digits can be any of 1,357,93
So there are 5 5 5 125 possibilities
the graphs y 12 1 3 and y 124 are drawn on

the same set of axes What is the area enclosed














































































































by them my y 1224 3
y 124

3,3 3,3
2C

3

If x 0 the point of intersection occurs when

2x 3 x

x 3

If I O the point of intersection occurs when

2x 3 ac

x 3

The area enclosed by the graphs is the area

of a triangle with vertices 3,3 3,3 0 3

minus the area of a triangle with vertices
3,3 13,37 0,0 so it is

x 6 6 12 6 3 9














































































































n the diagram PT and PS are tangents to a circle

with centre 0 The point 4 lies on the circumference
of the circle The point 2 is where the line PY

meets the radius OS Also LSP2 100 and LTO 5 150
How many degrees are there in the sum of LPTY
and LPYT

Draw the line PO














































































































Since DPOT IPOS we have

POT L Pos 1520 75

Also LPTO PSO 900 tangent and radius are

perpendicular so

TPO 180 90 75 150 angle sun b

Since LSPO Tpo we have

SPO LSPY t L YPO
IS 10 t LYPO

typo 50

Now consider DPTY

LPTY t LPYT t LTPY 1800

But LTPY LTpo t L YPO 151 5 200

and so LPTY t LPYT 1800 200

1600

Bau is counting edges on a particular prism The

prism has more than 310 edges it has fewer than

320 edges and its number of edges is odd How many
edges does the prism have














































































































A prism is a 3D shape whose two ends are

congruent n gons and whose sides are parallelograms

An n gon has n edges and n vertices so the

total number of edges of the prism is 3r

The possible number of edges is

311 2 mod 3
313 I mod 3
315 0 mod 3
317 2 mod 3
319 I mod 3

so since the answer must be divisible by 3 it is

315

The real numbers x y and Z are a solution of

1 2 9 t y 4 t 2
2 112 0

How many different possible values are there for

Ktytz
We know that r 0 for all REIR so we

must have
c 9 0

y 4 0

z2 I 0

And therefore
x t3
y t2
z It















































































































Possible totals are
3 2 I G

3 21 1 4
31 2 I O
31 2 I Z

3 Z I O
3 21 1 2

3 21 1 6
3 2 I 4

So the answer is 7

The diagram shows two consecutive circles
Chord AB of the larger circle is tangential to
the smaller circle
The length AB is 32cm and the area of the
shaded region is KIT cm

What is the Value of K

Suppose the smaller circle has radius r

and the larger circle has radius rise

Let 0 be the centre of both circles
Then the area of the shaded
region is

IT rtk Hr IT rtx
r rOj

b r We have by Pythagoras
n rtx

2 r2t 162
rtx r 162






















































































So the area of the shaded region is 256T

and therefore K 256

Consider the expression
I Z K 3 4 S 6

Each star in the expression is to be replaced
with either t or X

N is the largest possible value of the expression
What is the largest prime factor of N

Change the First to a t since multiplying by 1
doesn't increase the value and make all the other s

into since multiplying by a number greater than I will
increase the value more than adding it

So It 2 3 445 6 721

7 103

and therefore the answer is 103

Stephanie enjoys swimming She goes for a swim on a

particular date if and only if the day month and year
are all the same parity odd or even On how many
days will she go for a swim in the 2 year period
between January 1st of one year and December 31st of

the following year inclusive
For the even year
Feb O2 there are 14 even days
Apr 1041 there are 15 even days



Jun OG there are 15 even days
Avg 081 there are 15 even days
Oct lo there are 15 even days
Dec 121 there are 15 even days
so the total number of day she goes for a swim in

this year is 89
For the odd year
Jan 1011 there are 16 odd days
Mar 103 there are 16 odd days
May 05 there are 16 odd days
T.nl 071 there are 16 odd days
Sep 09 there are 15 odd days
Nov Il there are 15 odd days
So the total number of days she goes for a swim in

this year is 94
Hence the total number of days she swims in both

years is
89 94 183

Delia is joining three vertices of a square to make
four right angled triangles She can create four
triangles doing this as shown How many right angled
triangles can she make by joining three vertices of a

regular polygon with 18 sides

Each interior angle of an 18 gen is



180118 2 160

If we join a vertex to every other vertex we

split the angle into 16 equal parts each of size

too So nine of these sections
combined

makes a right angled triangle with the 900

angle at the chosen vertex There are 8 ways

to choose a group of 9 adjacent sections
from

the lb sections formed 1 79 2 10 3711 8 316

and we can do this at each of the 18 vertices so

the number of possible right triangles is

8 18 144

Alternative method Construct the 18 gon's circumcircle

We know that the diameter of the circle creates a

right angle at the circumference

There are 18 vertices and hence

9 choices of diameter For each
choice of diameter there are 8 vertices on each

side of the circle so we can make 8 2 16

possible right triangles
So the answer is 9 16 144



2016 can be written as the sum of two positive

integers p and q where 2p 5q
2016 1440 t 576

How many years between 2000 and
3000 inclusive

have this property
Since 2 and 5 are relatively prime and 2p 5q

it must be that p is a multiple of 5 and q is

a multiple of 2
So p 5m and q 2n for some m n C IN

But 2p Sq 215mi 512N

Ion ton

m n

So
year p t q

Smt 2n
7M

We have 2002 7 286
i

2996 7 428

So 286 E M E 428 I E m 285 E 143

And hence the number of years satisfying this

property is 143



The lengths of the sides of a triangle are the

integers 13 x y It is given that xy 105

What is the length of the perimeter of the triangle
We have

105 3 35 3 5 7

WLOG assume x c y Then we have the following
possibilities

X y
I 105
3 35

S 21

7 15

Check if each is valid using the Triangle Inequality
105 It 13
35 4 31 13
21 5 t 13
15 C 7 13

So the triangle has side lengths 7,13 15 and

therefore its perimeter is

7 131 15 35

The large equilateral triangle shown consists of 36

smaller equilateral triangles Each of the smaller

triangles has area 10cm The area of the shaded



y
triangle is K cm Find K

Let the side length of the
smaller equilateral triangle be
and let its height be h

Draw a rectangle

The height of the rectangl
is 3h
The width of the rectangle
is 42C

So its area is 12hoc

Area of red triangle
x Iz x 3h 3h1

4

Area of green triangle
x 7oz x h 7hr4

Area of yellow triangle
x Lise X 2h 4hoc

3haSo shaded area 12ha 4 7h41 4hic

11h22
2



Now each of the small equilateral triangles has
area HI

2

So haz to K 11 hit
Il X 10

110



A Function fix has the property that for all
positive x

3 fix t 7 f 20 2x

what is the value of f 8
When x 8

3 18 t 7 f 252 16

When K 252

351252 t 7 f 8 504

Let a f 87 b f 1252
SO 3 at 7 b 16

Fat 36 504

Add the two equations lolatb 520
atb 52

So 7 at 3b 504 ya t 3A t3b 504

4 a t 3 atb 504

4 a 504 3 52

a 87

Students in a class take turns practicing arithmetic

Initially a board contains the integers from 1 to 10

inclusive each written ten times On each turn a

student first deletes two of the integers then writes



on the board the number that is one more than

the sum of the deleted integers Turns are taken

until there is only 1 number remaining on the board

What is that number
Initially there are 100 numbers with a sum of

10 It it 101 10 10212 550

Each turn the number of values on the board
decreases by 1 delete two and write one and their
sun increases by 1 So it takes 99 turns for
there to be 1 value left on the board and
in that time the sun will increase by 99 So

the remaining number is

550 t 99 649



the sum of the squares of four consecutive
positive integers is equal to the sun of the squares
of the next three consecutive integers What is the

square of the smallest of these integers
We have for n 74

n 3 t n 2 t n l t n nti t nta t n 3

n Gn t 9 t n 4 4 t n Zn t I th

n't Zn t l t n t Lin t 4 t n't Gn t 9

n 12 Sn Lin O

n 24N O

hln 24 O

n 0 or n 24

Since n 34 we have n 24 and therefore
the square of the smallest of the integers is

n 3
2
212 441

Erin lists all the 3 digit primes that are 21

less than a square What is the mean of

the numbers in her list



When 21 is subtracted From an odd square an even

number is obtained So we only need to consider

even squares
When 21 is subtracted From the square of a

multiple of 3 or 7 another multiple of 3 or 7 is

obtained so this clearly cannot be prime
When 21 is subtracted from a square ending in 6
a number with units digit 5 is obtained which is

divisible by 5 and therefore not prime
So the only possibilities are

102 100 79 too Small X

202 400 379 Prime

222 484 463 Prime

Hence the answer is 379 t 463 421
2



A barcode of the type shown in the two examples
is composed of alternate strips of black and

white where the leftmost and rightmost strips are

always black Each strip of either colour has a

width of 1 or 2 The total width of the bar

code is 12 The barcodes are always read from

left to right How many distinct barcodes
are

possible

Since the barcode has black
strips on both ends and colours

alternate in between there are an

odd number of strips

How can we make 12 using a combination
of l's and Z's
We have

12 6 2 No even strips

5 2 t 2 1 7 strips

4 2 t 4 1 No even strips
3 2 t 6 1 9 strips
2 2 t 8 1 No even strips
1 2 t 10 1 11 strips



In each case we need to arrange on strips of

length 2 and n ships of length 1 in a line

There are mtn ways of doing this


